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Increasing Indoor-grow and 
Greenhouse Production

• Around the globe, companies building larger indoor-grow and greenhouse 
facilities. 

• Colorado, California, and Oregon - cannabis being cultivated in 
greenhouses in excess of 250,000 sq. ft. (~23.000 m2) that are capable of 
yielding more than 50,000 pounds of yield. (~22.500 kg)

• Canadian producers are building greenhouses in the tens of thousands of 
square meters (millions of square feet) and building similar-sized facilities 
in Europe, Australia, and elsewhere.

• In order to optimize yield and costs, indoor agriculture is becoming a finely 
tuned industrial process – that means DATA – lots of it



Drivers for Indoor / Hybrid Cultivation
Greenhouses, Hybrid Grow Houses, Indoor Grows, Vertical Grows

• Energy Efficiency
• Optimize Environmental variables
• Lighting Optimization
• Water Utilization / Conservation
• Security
• Repeatability
• Maximize Yield
• Year-round growing
• Government regulation, quality 

control and reporting
• Pest and Disease Control
• Competition



Using the Data from your Environmental Systems

Collect data from sensors, meters, control and equipment systems.

• Water Storage and pumping systems
• CO2 Systems
• Environmental Controls
• Production Metrics
• Lighting Controls for Production
• Labor (Production) Data
• Chiller Plants
• Fertigation Systems
• Access Controls



Apply Analytics to Identify Faults, 
Deviations, Correlations, Trends &
Opportunities for Improved 
Performance

• Monitor and analyze energy, water, 
nutrient and resource usage.

• Correlate resource usage with yield results.
• Identify faults, trends, deviations, correlations 

and anomalies.
• Validate assumptions and process decisions.
• Convert the grower’s knowledge into 

analytic rules.
• Automatically calculate and generate KPI 

reports for Management.
• Understand and control costs to maximize

profitability.



The Result – Know how your 
Cultivation Processes are Really Performing

Visualization Apps deliver timely, 
informative displays to operators that 
address all facets of performance:

• Energy

• Water

• Nutrient

• Yield

Operations is the business of the cultivator



Automatically Calculate Key Performance Indicators

You need to be able to track results against KPI’s relevant to your 

business. You can implement virtually any KPI for automatic 

calculation and presentation. Examples include:

• Nutrients consumed per yield (lb. or kg)

• Water consumed per yield (lb. or kg)

• Revenue per yield (lb. or kg)

• Yield (lb. or kg) per kWh of energy consumed

• Man-hours per yield (lb. or kg)

• Watts per sq. ft. or square meter

Automatically and 
continuously calculate Key 
Performance indicators and 
present in a variety of 
formats to aid  
understanding and provide 
easy comparison.



Some Real World Examples - KPI’s

• KPI’s to Track Results

• Man Hour / lb
Produced

• Nutrients lb / Yield lb

• Revenue / Yield

• Yield / kWh

• Anything you can 
express with a math 
formula



Automated Analytics to Identify Faults Deviations 
Anomalies, Trends and Correlations

• Beyond simply calculating KPI’s, the real power of 
analytics is the ability to automatically apply 
analytic rules and algorithms to identify patterns 
that represent inefficiencies, deviations, anomalies 
and opportunities for improved performance. 

• Programmability is key – to enable growers to 
convert your industry specific domain knowledge 
into rules for your facility, your crop and your 
unique operating conditions.

Present analytic results 
as timelines, bubbles, 
charts and tabular 
displays indicating 
timing, duration, 
frequency and cost of 
issues.



Some Real World Examples

• Lighting not operating according to schedule – simplistic you say?

• More than a potential waste of energy – now we are talking about damaging plant 
growth with too much light intensity or hours, or not achieving optimal growth for 
the same reasons

• Grow schedules are more complex than standard bldgs – hours, intensity, 
wavelength - all adjusted during growth cycle



Tracking Key Growth Factors: 
Vapor Pressure Differential

• Vapor Pressure Deficit (VPD) is an indicator of the 
evaporation potential of water to the air. Defined as the 
difference, or deficit, between pressure exerted by the moisture present in the air 
currently and the pressure at saturation. It’s one of several different methods used to 
evaluate crop stress or water stress within a plant.

• Growers care because VPD is a superior way of evaluating potential water stress. It’s 
not a direct measurement of water flow or water loss, but is an indicator of potential 
stress. Typically people only measure relative humidity (RH) as an approximation for 
water stress, but RH is just the moisture content in the air at a specific, given 
temperature.

• Vapor Pressure Deficit is superior because it accounts for the relationship of 
temperature and humidity. Water’s ability to be present as a vapor within the air is 
dependent on the temperature such that a warmer mass of air will have the ability to 
hold more water while a colder mass of air can hold less water. Relative humidity only 
gives you a percent of water vapor saturation in the air, but doesn’t tell you much about 
temperature fluctuations.



VPD – The Science

Hint – Green is Good



Analytic Results 
for Vapor 
Pressure Deficit



VPD Trend Detail



Other Views on Analytic Results

Compare issues by “Impact”



Expose Patterns – Then Drill in for More Detail

• Patterns 
highlight 
behaviors 
quickly

• A click 
brings full 
sensor and 
equipment 
data



Other Views 
on Analytic 
Results

Easily Compare by duration, cost, impact or frequency



Yield Analysis – Supporting Manual Data Entry



Getting Deeper into Cultivation Science
• Experimentation is a major factor in 

the industry – that process creates 
data – analytic tools enable growers 
to manage and analyze that data

• Example: Correlation analysis and 
KPIs:

• Yield to nutrients image 

• Correlating lighting factors such as 
Photosynthetic Photon Flux Density 
(PPFD) to yield, phenotype and 
chemotype results

• Comparison of yield results across 
different lighting types (LED, HPS, 
other), growing media, soil mixes and 
other factors

Scatter plots here



How to Get the Data In and Results Out

IN  OUT 



Security and Privacy
• Growers are typically 

very sensitive in 
protecting their data, 
processes and IP

• Installing on-premise
on your own computer 
hardware inside your 
secure network is 
often a requirement

• Comprehensive 
analytics can run “at 
the ”edge” on PC’s, 
servers or small low 
cost IoT devices



Data is the Key to…



02Data – Its the New 
Money


